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Abstract
The question of gravity is effortlessly resolved by adopting the practical, self-

evident understanding that subatomic particles naturally condense out of the all-

pervasive field of radiant electromagnetic energy that comprises the universe.

This produces a commensurate decrease in the universal field's density

immediately around emerging particles that diffuses inward exponentially

because of a sphere's innate geometry. This is what establishes a particle's and

the bodies they compose gravity field. Runaway coalescing naturally ensues as

they mechanically pursue equilibrium in the ever-decreasing density of their

ever-merging gravity fields.

  

Discussion
Something is never created from nothing. Particles don't just pop into existence

out of nowhere. They condense into being out of the radiant electromagnetic

energy that is the universe that expresses as an infinitely vast, all-pervasive

universal field.

The universal field is everywhere. It extends indefinitely. If it could be

separated from matter, it could be said to correspond to all space. It's

continuous. Its continuity is unbreakable. And it can't be interrupted. But just as

it is with any field, its intensity, which is the same as density, can and does vary.

None of this is the least bit controversial. 

Few would also disagree that there's no such thing as matter per se.

Particles aren't composed of any actual material. Nor do they have a surface.



1. Albert Einstein, Relativity: The Special and the General Theory, 15th ed. Trans. Robert W.
Lawson  (New York: Three Rivers Press, 1961), vii.
2. "Inverse Square Law," Hyperphysics, last access Dec 28, 2022, http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.
gsu.edu/hbase/Forces/isq.html.
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They're just small condensed spherical fields of radiant energy of increasing

density that reach some maximum concentration at their center. So there's no

separation between a "particle" (or the objects they comprise) and the field they

originate from and now reside.

In his book, Relativity: The Special and the General Theory, Einstein

suggests: "Physical objects are not in space, but these objects are spatially

extended."1 In an analogous way, some might conclude he's correct. But a more

accurate interpretation would be that all objects are electromagnetically

extended.

Because they're one and the same, every time a particle "spontaneously"

congeals into existence the entire universal field is put at further loss. Its density

decreases commensurate with the emerging particle's condensing. But that

minuscule thinning isn't spread evenly throughout the entire universe. Nearly all

of it occurs in the vicinity of the particle. What's not taken up and drawn into the

particle is left diffusing inward immediately around it, dissipating exponentially

toward its center, spherically, while the field's outward condensing continues

infinitesimally.

Despite the field's inward diffusion, it still has to dissipate exponentially per

the inverse square law just like any dispersion because of a sphere's inherent

three-dimensional geometry. Whether the diffusion dissipates inward or outward

doesn't matter. It's still bound to the exponential gradient intrinsic to spherical

geometry.2

It's the inward diffusion of the universal field's ambient electromagnetic

energy that's not been drawn into the particle but remains outside it that defines

its gravity field. It's the innate compounding of those gravity fields that causes

their density to always be at their least directly in between the bodies they
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surround at their common center of mass, their center of gravity, regardless of

the distance or extreme the conditions.

Naturally compelled to seek equilibrium in the varying density of their ever-

combining gravity fields, all bodies from particles to galaxies are constantly

pushed mechanically by the highest density toward the lowest. This causes their

unrelenting gravitation toward one another. Runaway coalescing naturally

follows until enough material accumulates that the resultant pressure from their

ever-merging fields triggers fusion reactions that ultimately transmute every

particle back into the electromagnetic radiation from which it arose.

At the scale of galaxies, gravitation's runaway nature causes an ever-

increasing infall of ever-coalescing material that ceaselessly migrates inward

toward a galaxy's common center of mass. As material nears its core, its

exponential condensing collapses it back into the radiant/plasma energy it

originated from and radiates it back out. Or in well-developed spirals, it's spewed

out in huge, bipolar jets. Eventually it slows, cools, and reconstitutes back into

ordinary matter. It can then begin gravitating back to its or another nearby galaxy

in a never-ending process of perpetual recycling. (See Figure 1, Inverse

Square Law, Field; Figure 2, Fields; Figure 3, Gravitation; Figure 4.1, 4.2,

4.3, 4.4, The Shape of Gravitating Bodies - 1, 2, 3, 4; Figure 5.1, Atoms,

Figure 5.2; Neutrons & Isotopes; Figure 5.3, Ions, beginning on the next

page. Click "Figure" to return)
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Figure 1
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Figure 2
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Figure 3
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Figure 4.1
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Figure 4.2
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Figure 4.3
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Figure 4.4
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Figure 5.1
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Figure 5.2
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Figure 5.3
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Conclusion
The problem of unification naturally resolves itself by recognizing that subatomic

particles innately spawn from and congeal out of the radiant electromagnetic

energy that is the universe. The universal field's uninterruptible continuity creates

a commensurate deficit in its density immediately around emerging particles and

their coalesced bodies that has to diffuse inward exponentially because of a

sphere's inherent geometry. This is what constitutes a gravity field. 

The ever-decreasing density that arises from their natural compounding

creates runaway coalescing/condensing that has the highest density constantly

pushing bodies together toward the lowest density that's always located directly

in between them at their common center of mass. From this sensible, well-

grounded realization all else falls neatly into place.

Coda
If you believe the fundamental constituent of the universe is radiant

electromagnetic energy, that it's continuous and uninterruptible, and that

subatomic particles condense out of it then you'll have a difficult time denying

this elemental unifying conclusion. 

The reason gravitation has been so elusive begins with our incorrect

assumption about space. It's not something. By definition, it's the nothingness

between objects. So there's nothing there to curve (or to expand, or stretch, or

cause light's redshift from stretching). We then try to meld that nonexistent

space with a nonexistent time into an inconceivable four-dimensional

"spacetime." 

Time also does not exist. It's a convention we establish by selecting objects

with periodic motion, like the Earth's rotation and orbit or the natural frequency

of cesium atoms of atomic clocks, that we use as reference. It's not an inherent

property of the universe.
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Then we try to make that purely theoretical four-dimensional abstraction curve

two-dimensionally as a nonexistent plane. A plane by definition doesn't exist

either. Its two-dimensionality can only define a location that's planar. Curvature

is a property limited to one or two dimensions. In three dimensions, any change

in a substance can only occur as a variation in its density. Conceptually, it

cannot curve. 

We then have that two-dimensional, nonexistent, curving plane of four-

dimensional, nonexistent, inconceivable spacetime somehow dent underneath

three-dimensional massive bodies as if affected by the pull of the gravity of a

much more massive body positioned underneath them. The denting then

somehow induces their attraction by somehow causing them to roll downhill

toward one another, despite not actually rolling or being uphill. If this were

actually possible, it'd be a mechanical reaction that acts instantaneously. 

All of this conflicted nonsense is at odds with more unfeasible dogma that

has gravity propagated by a force similar to electromagnetism that somehow

pulls bodies together, acting at the speed of light via waves. But at the same

time, that attraction is also somehow mitigated by unobservable massless

graviton particles that somehow exist physically without mass. Which if they

actually were particles, wouldn't be able to act at the speed of light either. They'd

relativistically become infinite.

None of this entrenched orthodoxy that's aggressively perpetuated through

groupthink and indoctrination has any chance of ever actually working in our real

nontheoretical universe of three actual dimensions.
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